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Order of forfeiture. 

As a result of the violation of the law and malicious acts committed by Apple Inc., Alphabet Inc., 
Google LLC, Amazon Inc., Microsoft Corporation, Telegram Messenger Inc., which disregarded my 
legitimate interests and demands previously communicated to them, I seize their assets and 
property in accordance with articles 5.2, 5.5, 5.7, 7.2, 7.5, 7.12 of the Constitution of the 
Community Rus', articles 14.3, 23.2, 24, 36.3, 37 of the Berliner Verfassung, articles 138, 241, 280, 
823 of the German Civil Code, and in fulfillment of the Nuremberg Principles of Law.  

 
Dr. Andrej Poleev 
Berlin, 13.06.2023 

References. 

Case 1. Unlawful censorship by Microsoft subsidiary Github. 

Dr. Andrej Poleev, Feb 17, 2023 
Account Name: poleev  

Someone from admins of github has flagged my profile and hidden it from the public. This is 
unlawful censorship and I demand to undo this unlawful action. Blocks, removing my posts, and 
every hindrance of my activity are illegal, and must be prevented in the future. 
Dr. Andrej Poleev 
https://github.com/poleev   
https://support.github.com/ticket/personal/0/2019114   
https://steemit.com/github/@poleev/unlawful-censorship-at-github   
https://philpeople.org/feed_items/231949433   
https://t.me/fund2017/374   

Evidences: 
[GitHub Support] - unlawful censorship Feb 27 at 3:39 PM 
GitHub Developer Support <developer@githubsupport.com> 
To: Dr. Andrej Poleev <andrejpoleev@yahoo.com> 
Your request (Ticket 2019114) has been updated. 
Hello, 
Thanks for reaching out. Your account has been flagged following reports that its content or activity 
may have been in violation of the following prohibition found in our Acceptable Use Policies: 
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We do not allow content or activity on GitHub that: 
is off-topic, or interacts with platform features in a way that significantly or repeatedly disrupts the 
experience of other users 
You can read more about our prohibition against disrupting the experience of other users here: 
GitHub Disruptive Conduct. Specifically, the content or activity that was reported included posting 
the following off-topic and disruptive content in GitHub Community Discussions: Invitation #47212 
In addition to this off-topic comment, we have been informed that multiple GitHub employees have 
received emails from you inquiring about the account flag. Please note that these emails to GitHub 
employees also make up a violation of our disruptive conduct policy. Any questions or concerns 
you have about this, or any other issue, should be submitted via our official support channel, and it 
is never permissible to email GitHub employees directly with these concerns. 
If you agree to abide by our Terms of Service going forward, please reply to this email and provide 
us more information on how you hope to use GitHub in the future. At that time we will continue our 
review of your request for reinstatement. 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns about this notice. 
Regards,  
GitHub Trust & Safety 

Case 2. Selling misleading and false content.  

From: Journal Enzymes ISSN 1867-3317 <mail@enzymes.at> 26.01.2023 
To: lawenforcement@apple.com, media.help@apple.com, khuguet@apple.com,  
Referring to the New Testament, edited and published by me, I prohibit its other editions ever 
published in the Russian language due to their wrongness. This prohibition includes the 
unauthorized distribution of the print or non-print editions of the New Testament, all of which must 
be excluded from circulation, presentation, and distribution. The aim and purpose of these 
measures is solely to ensure the scientific accuracy of the translation of the Greek text of the New 
Testament into Russian language, and anyone who wants to make a contribution to the common 
task must have proven qualification before participating in the editorial work. 

Therefore, I obligate all publishers and presenters of the New Testament in Russian to obtain an 
authorization from me in order to print or to distribute it as a non-print resource. 

Dr. Andrej Poleev 
https://t.me/enzymes_at/53   
https://t.me/enzymes_at/52   

Evidences: 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/russian-bible-библия/id1414868266   
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/библия-bible-russia/id1447842650   
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/русская-библия-синодальный/id1544332200  
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Case 3. Selling misleading and false content. 

Due to professional bans for all persons who unreasonably pretend to be psychologists and 
psychoanalysts, I demand deletion of the MindDoc App from the Mac App Store. 

Dr. Andrej Poleev 

References. 

Professional ban. 
http://constitution.fund/letters/psychology.pdf    
https://t.me/fund2017/370   

Evidences: 
MindDoc App. 
https://apps.apple.com/de/developer/minddoc-health-gmbh/id1052216402    
https://apps.apple.com/de/app/minddoc-dein-begleiter/id1052216403   
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Case 4. Selling misleading and false content. 

Due to prohibition of the Oviva AG, I demand deletion of the Oviva Direkt App from the Mac 
App Store. 

Dr. Andrej Poleev 

References. 

Decision in criminal proceedings against organizers and promoters of Oviva Plc. 
http://constitution.fund/judgments/Oviva.pdf  

Evidences: 
https://apps.apple.com/de/app/oviva/id899484812  Oviva AG 
https://apps.apple.com/de/app/oviva-direkt/id1556652646  Oviva Direkt 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rementr   
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rementr.diga  
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Case 5. Selling misleading and false content. 

„Errors are the greatest obstacles to the progress of science; to correct such errors is of more 
practical value than to achieve new knowledge,“ asserted Eugen Bleuler. Basic error of several 
prevailing classification schemes of pathological conditions, as for example ICD-10, lies in 
confusing and mixing symptoms with diseases, what makes them unscientific. Considering the 
need to bring order into the chaos and light into terminological obscureness, I introduce the Causal 
classification of diseases originating from the notion of bodily wholeness and causality of its loss.  
A. Poleev. Causal classification of diseases. Enzymes, 2020. 
http://enzymes.at/download/causality.pdf  

Evidences:  
Letter addressed to Apple Inc. of 8.01.2020. In: Charité, mon amour. 
http://enzymes.at/download/Charite.pdf   

Prohibition of Google. 
http://constitution.fund/indictments/google.pdf  

Statement on the legal status of artificial intelligence. 
http://constitution.fund/letters/AI.pdf   

PaLM 2 is grounded in Google’s approach to building and deploying AI responsibly. It was 
evaluated rigorously for its potential harms and biases, capabilities and downstream uses in 
research and in-product applications. It’s being used in other state-of-the-art models, like Med-
PaLM 2 and Sec-PaLM, and is powering generative AI features and tools at Google, like Bard and 
the PaLM API. 
https://ai.google/discover/palm2   

Med-PaLM is a large language model (LLM) designed to provide high quality answers to medical 
questions. 
https://sites.research.google/med-palm/  

A responsible path to generative AI in healthcare April 13, 2023 
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/healthcare-life-sciences/sharing-google-med-palm-2-medical-
large-language-model   

Large Language Models Encode Clinical Knowledge 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.13138  
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MedMCQA, a large-scale, Multiple-Choice Question Answering (MCQA) dataset designed to 
address realworld medical entrance exam questions.  
https://medmcqa.github.io/   

Case 6. Decision concerning Telegram Messenger Inc. 
http://constitution.fund/judgments/Telegram.pdf   
https://t.me/fund2017/316  
https://telegra.ph/Postanovlenie-v-otnoshenii-Telegram-Messenger-Inc-11-10   
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